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Destination Nepal

Difficulty Moderate

Altitude 4130m

Trip Duration 17 days UK ~ UK

Nights on Trek 11 nights

Nights in Hotels 4 nights

Meals All meals on trek, B&B in hotels

 

FAST FACTS

A true traditional Base Camp; an ampitheatre of snow and ice 
surrounded by towering white capped peaks 
 An under-rated trek to a fantastic location
 Beautiful rural area leading to this spectacular Base Camp
 This 12 day trek includes Poon Hill
 Time in Kathmandu and Pokhara; great ending to the trek
 Professional and personable Guides

http://www.travelandtrek.com
https://twitter.com
https://www.facebook.com/travelandtrekcom-187423197952045/?ref=tn_tnmn
https://www.caa.co.uk/atol-protection/
http://www.ipplondon.co.uk
http://www.ipplondon.co.uk
https://www.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo
http://www.cotswoldoutdoor.com


Free Trek Holdall - brand new 80 - 90l trek holdall for every client. 
Perfect for ABC and designed for the porters too (ease of carry)!

Free Map - for every client; great souvenir.

Qualified English Speaking Local Guides - we employ our local guides 
full time and we ensure that their training, including first aid, is 
renewed regularly. They know what they’re doing and they love their 
jobs…. and it shows!

Bonded Helicopter Rescue - should you require emergency evacuation 
from the region by helicopter, our financial bond with the helicopter 
companies ensures that they will not delay their departure to wait 
for financial authorisation; it’s already there.

Highly Flexible and Resilient Itinerary - we want you to complete this 
trip successfully and safely. Our itinerary has been carefully thought 
out to provide maximum flexibility and resilience. It can withstand 
a number of lost days to problems that may occur on adventures 
of this nature such as injuries, illnesses and domestic flight delays. 
This is provided without any compromise to your acclimatisation.

All Meals Included on Trek - convenient and encouraging you to 
maintain the energy levels required.

Exemplary Acclimatisation - medical research has proven that even 1 
extra day acclimatising is hugely beneficial to your chances of being 
unaffected by the effects of high altitude. We take great care to 
ensure that you are fully acclimatised prior to trekking to ABC itself.
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Why travel with us?

Low Minimum Numbers
Our trips are perfect for solo travellers wishing to book on their 
own to join a trip which is guaranteed at an early stage.
Low Minimum numbers enables small pre-formed groups to tailor 
their trek to suit particular dates as opposed to joining a fixed 
group, and without incurring high additional charges.

Low Guaranteed Status
Peace of mind from the outset enabling you to make your travel 
plans immediately as opposed to waiting for a future ‘guaranteed 
status’ and the uncertainty of cancellation due to lack of minimum 
numbers.

Your protection.....peace of mind!
All our trips provide complete protection with ATOL or International 
Passenger Protection. See last page for full details.

 

Introduction

This 17 day trip combines some fantastic trekking in the rural lower Annapurna region, the snow capped peaks 
environment of the spectacular and traditional Annapurna Base Camp with some time in both Kathmandu and Pokhara.
Having spent your first night in Kathmandu, we drive to the Annapurnas and get trekking. Sleeping in lodges (called tea 
houses) every night and trekking for about 6 hours per day, the route meanders its way through rural villages and across 
deep river gorges amidst spectacular world class mountain scenery.
The 3 day ascent up the gully (and now within the Annapurna Sanctuary) from Chommrung to ABC can be demanding 
at times but well worth it to experience this ampitheatre of snow and ice that forms ABC. You are now in the heart of the 
Annapurnas with some of the world’s highest peaks surrounding you.
Having descended out of the Sanctuary, you will trek to Ghorepani and another superb opportunity to experience the 
sunrise over the Annapurnas from Poon Hill (3200m). This photographic hotspot lies between two of the world’s biggest 
mountain ranges (Annapurna and Dhaulagiri) as well as overlooking the world’s deepest river gorge (Kali Ghandaki).
At the end of the trek, it takes just 90 mins by road Pokhara. It’s time to relax in your well appointed 4* hotel (with a pool), 
just minutes from the centre of town. There are lots of adventure activities available (paragliding, microliting, mountain 
biking, canoeing on the lake) or you can simply relax and enjoy the shops, restaurants and pool. 
A domestic flight back to Kathmandu, an overnight stay before your final departure.

https://www.caa.co.uk/atol-protection/
http://http://www.ipplondon.co.uk
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Itinerary

ANNAPURNA BASE CAMP TREK

Day 1 - Depart UK
Fly from London bound for Kathmandu (overnight flight).

Day 2 - Arrive Kathmandu
On arrival in Kathmandu, you will be collected by our Representative and 
transferred to the hotel.
Our friendly staff are on hand to provide any advice or assistance you 
need. Time to explore your surroundings and generally settle in. 

Day 3 - Drive to Pokhara and then Phedi, trek to Pothana
An early start to get you into Pokhara and then onto the start of the trek 
in a reasonable time. This is mainly ascending, steep at times but take 
your time to work into the trekking. You will easily make Damphus and 
possible Pothana today. BD

Day 4 - Trek Pothana - Jinhu
A much easier trek today, initially ascending to Deurali before a big 
descent to clear the forest. Once clear of the forest, you catch your first 
sight of the Modi Khola river. It is the very deep valley that eventually 
leads up to Annapurna Base Camp. You will pass through many villages 
as you contour the hillside and end up at Landruk for lunch.
The final destination of Jinhu is a few hours away, trekking down to the 
valley floor before a short sharp ascent up to the village. 6 - 7 hrs, BLD

Day 5 - Trek Jinhu - Sinuwa
Day 6 begins with a steep 2hr ascent up to the village of Chommrung 
before an equal descent back down to the river. Chommrung is the point 
at which you enter the ‘Annapurna Sanctuary’. No plastic bottles are 
allowed for drinking water.
Another ascent gets you to Sinuwa and the beginning of the gully up to 
ABC. BLD

Days 6, 7, 8 - Trek Bamboo - Duerali - ABC (4130m)
There are a number of combinations of villages that you can stay at en 
route to ABC but ultimately you will end up in ABC on the 3rd night of 
ascent (day 9).
The gully is long and can be quite demanding at times. It is also quite 
deep and remains out of the sunshine for much of the day.
You will pass MBC about 2 hrs prior to reaching ABC and is preferred by 
some trekkers for the overnight stay (lower altitude), choosing to get up 
before dawn and make the 2hr trek to ABC for sunrise.
There is much to savour at ABC itself both on the day you arrive as well 
as for sunrise. It is a lovely place to stay and allows you to take in your 
beautiful surroundingsfor so much longer. High recommended. BLD

Days 9, 10 - Trek Doban - Chommrung
Be sure to get up to see the sunrise hit the mountain tops. It will be cold 
first thing but wrap up warm, it’ll be worth it. There are numerous places 
around that you can choose to sit and watch it.
Enjoy your breakfast before you begin the descent initially to Doban 
(overnight) and then all the way down to Chommrung. The descent is 
so much faster of course and after the higher altitude, it will feel much 
warmer down here. BLD

Day 11 - Trek Chommrung - Tadapani (2600m)
The next two days is in complete contrast to ABC.
A lovely meandering 3hr trek in failry open country will take you down 
to a bridge that crosses the river before you face a 2hr ascent up to 
Tadapani.
The ascent is fairly steep and as it progresses, you enter the thick 
rhododendron forest. Watch out for the colonies of monkeys as you go. 
You will suddenly pop out at the village, which has a small traditional 
Tibetan market. BLD. through the forest.

Day 12 - Trek Tadapani - Ghorepani (2900m)
There is a small deep gully that has to be crossed as you leave Tadapani; 
it takes about an hour.
From the other side, it ascends slowly for several hours to a couple of 
small hamlets for a break. It’s then up onto the ridge and as you break 
free of the forest you will see the blue tops of the houses in Ghorepani. 
You will also be able to see Poon Hill.

A final 40 min descent takes you to the village.
Ghorepani is at the junction of several trekking routes and is 
subsequently larger and livelier than the other villages seen so far. BLD

Days 13, 14 - Trek Ghorepani - Tikhedhunga - Naya Pul, road to Pokhara
Day 14 is an excellent day beginning with a pre-dawn start to get you up 
to Poon Hill (3200m) for the sunrise. It takes about 45 mins to get up to 
the top. It is a fabulous photographic opportunity as both the Annapurna 
and Dhaulagari ranges are in full view.
After you have returned to Ghorepani for breakfast, you will begin the 
descent towards Ulleri and finally to your overnight stop at Tikhedhunga. 
It is mainly descending.
Your final day’s trek (Day 15) will be fairly short to Naya Pul followed by a 
90 min road transfer to Pokhara.
It’s time to relax, throw off those trekking clothes, have a good shower in 
our 4* hotel and generally unwind, perhaps by the lovely pool.
Pokhara is a lovely relaxed town, located on the banks of Lake Phewa. 
The opportunities are numerous from the adventurous paragliders and 
microlites, to a slow boat on the lake to strolling along the shops.
The centre of town is just a few minutes away (literally) so you can stroll 
and eat/drink at leisure within easy walking distance of your home. B

Day 15 - Pokhara, free day
A completely free day to relax, rest, recover and explore Pokhara. B

Day 16 - Pokhara - Kathmandu
After breakfast, we transfer you to the local airport for your domestic 
flight back to Kathmandu.
You will be met on arrival and transferred to the hotel.
The remainder of the day is free. B

Day 17 - Kathmandu - Depart Nepal

Important:
Whilst the above itinerary is the intended aim of this trip, a variety 
of factors may force changes. Adventure trips of this nature, which 
include (but not restricted to) adverse weather conditions, political 
instability and difficulties with transportation, may all cause plans to be 
changed and are out of our control or that of the Guide. Any changes 
affecting the group will be explained but ultimately the subsequent 
action will be the Guide’s decision with safety and the original aim in 
mind.
Furthermore, our trips do carry inherent risk as they as they are 
invariably carried out in remote, mountainous (high altitude) or desert 
conditions where professional medical assistance is not immediately 
available.
A good degree of flexibility, patience, robustness, understanding and 
‘go with the flow’ attitude is often what is required.
If you are not willing to accept these type of conditions or risks then 
these trips are perhaps not for you.
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ANNAPURNA BASE CAMP TREK

Trip Details
Group Size and Low Number Guaranteed Status
Our treks are generally run with smaller numbers ensuring a more 
personal and efficient service throughout. With these smaller group 
sizes, our guides are able to better care for each individuals needs and 
abilities, working at their pace to achieve greater success and a far better 
experience.

Larger groups are also catered for with additional guides and support 
to provide the same guide:client ratio and therefore the same positive 
experience.
All our trips are guaranteed with numbers as low as 2. This allows us to 
guarantee your trip at a very early stage if not immediately upon booking. 
Once you receive your confirmation letter, your trip is guaranteed to run 
and will not be cancelled due to low numbers at a later date.

Flight Inclusive or Land Only
We offer both flight inclusive and Land Only packages to suit the 
individual.  All clients travelling to Kathmandu will be met at the airport 
by our representative and receive a complimentary transfer to the group 
hotel.
Clients on Land Only trips must provide T+T with full details of their 
flights.  Hotel contact details and emergency numbers will be provided in 
your final travel information.

Services Included:
• Return international flights London - Kathmandu (flight inclusive 

only)
• Return international airport transfers
• One way domestic flight Pokhara - Kathmandu (including taxes) and 

all land transfers involved in the itinerary
• Hotel accommodation Kathmandu, total 2 nights, twin share, B&B 

basis
• Hotel accommodation Pokhara, total 2 nights, twin share, B&B basis
• All meals on trek, breakfasts in hotels
• Local porter assistance on trek
• All necessary trek and National Park access permits
• Free trek holdall
• Free route map
• An experienced and qualified English speaking local guide
• Detailed information about the trip and the kit required
• Support and advice from our UK team who have extensive personal 

experience of this trek.

Services Excluded
• Travel Insurance
• Nepalese Visa (see further details in this document)
• Lunch & dinner in Kathmandu
• Bottled/boiled water, soft drinks or alcoholic drinks
• Tips for trek staff
• Personal spending including laundry, shower or battery charging

Sole Occupation
Sole occupation is available in hotels only.
Due to the nature of suitable accommodation on trek, rooms are required 
to be allocated to an optimum level.
Please refer to the dates and prices section on the web site for the 
optional hotel supplement.

Accommodation
Our hotel in Kathmandu is equal to a 3* European standard and is 
clean, secure and run by friendly and helpful staff. All rooms have en 
suite facilities with hot water and you will find stunning views of the city 
from the roof. The hotel location is on the edge of Thamel so perfect for 
exploring the city.
The hotel provides clients a safety deposit facility at reception however, 
you must ensure that you empty this before you depart on trek. The hotel 
will allow you to place internal purchases (such as coffee, pastries and 
alcohol) on a personal account. This account should also be settled prior 
to departing on trek. A new one can be opened on your return.
Our Hotel in Pokhara is 4* with a good pool and the facilities to match. It 
is perfectly located just a few minutes from the centre of town.
In the hills, you will be staying in mountain lodges (known as tea 
houses). They offer twin bedded rooms and although you will need your 
own sleeping bag, additional blankets will often be available if required.
Toilet and washing facilities are communal, and showers are available in 
most places for a small fee (average £2). Hot water is generated by solar 
power and never guaranteed so don’t expect flowing hot water! Small 
bowls of hot/warm water are always available for a strip wash in your 
room. The dining rooms are communal and usually heated by a central 
fire (using Yak dung as fuel) so you will find this the social hub of the tea 
house as well as where you will eat.
Some of the tea houses are quite basic particularly at the higher altitudes  
but you have to remember where they are and how they receive supplies.

Meal Plan
Exploring for yourself is all part of the adventure which is why we base 
our accommodation in Kathmandu on B&B. The last thing we want to do 
is provide you with such a regimented itinerary including set dining times 
before we need to. There are some amazing restaurants to discover from 
traditional Nepalese cuisine to fabulous steak houses, from late night 
bars to quiet coffee shops.
Whilst trekking, the food choice will obviously be slightly more restrictive 
but the tea house menus still run to 4 pages or more! On trek, meals will 
need to be ordered in advance by your guide (once you have arrived) to 
ensure that the group are able to eat together at a time to suit you all.
This trek is on an all meal plan consisting of breakfast, mid morning 
snack, lunch and evening meal.
Breakfast will consist of two main dishes of your choice plus a hot drink 
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ANNAPURNA BASE CAMP TREK
e.g. cereal, scrabbled eggs on toast and tea. 
There will be a mid morning stop where you will be offered a hot drink 
with biscuits.
Lunch will tend to be simple e.g. a toasted sandwich to prevent lunch 
stops being elongated as food is prepared freshly for each order.
For your evening meal you are free to choose any two items from the 
menu together with a hot drink. We avoid a set menu format as we know 
that your appetite will change during the trek and you need the freedom 
to choose your meal according to how you are feeling.
Evening meals will offer you the choice between local dishes and interna-
tional dishes based upon rice, pasta, vegetables, eggs, soups and even 
pizza (but maybe not as you know it). You will also find simple puddings 
and an abundance of simple meals available. Don’t expect a lot of meat 
dishes to be available due to the problem of storage. Vegetarians meals 
are therefore readily available.
You will also be able to buy snacks such as chocolate bars, crisps, fizzy 
drinks and biscuits in the Tea Houses; prices will vary.

Water
In Nepal, you should only drink water that has been treated and this 
includes water for cleaning teeth.  Bottled mineral water is widely 
available and can vary from approximately 20p per litre in Kathmandu 
to over £1 per litre in more remote areas.
When visiting Nepal you will become aware of the environmental struggle 
surrounding the disposal of plastic bottles and therefore you may wish 
to consider alternative methods to help reduce the impact. Your guide 
will happily organise daily boiled water in the tea houses which may cost 
between $2-$3 per day depending upon the availability of fuel.
You can also look at water purification tablets, filter systems or iodine 
droplets.

Altitude
This trip attains a maximum altitude of 3200m (Poon Hill). The ascent 
profile is steady and therefore the risk of any altitude related illnesses is 
minimal.
Should you experience any difficulties, speak to your Guide.
We take this subject very seriously and strongly advise you to read the 
more detailed information on our Information webpage webpage.

Fitness
The vast majority of this trip is moderately challenging. We would 
recommend you adopt a regular training regime on the lead up to your 
trip as the fitter you are, the more you will enjoy it.
Work on ‘legs and lungs’ and try to include some elongated hill walking 
alongside your usual fitness activities. Aim to be walking roughly 6 hours 
over varied terrain on consecutive days carrying your day sac containing 
daily essentials. Then you should be perfectly capable of completing this 
trek.

Spending Money
Approximately £300 - £400 (or equivalent in US Dollars, Euros etc.) 
should be allowed for miscellaneous expenses including meals in 
Kathmandu, drinks, supplementary snacks and tips etc. but this amount 
does depend on your personal spending habits and your wish to buy 
souvenirs.
You will not be able to obtain local currency (Nepalese Rupee (NPR)) 
before you arrive in the country. We recommend that you do change your 
cash into NPR as local purchases will be cheaper. Sterling, US Dollars 
and Euros are all acceptable for exchange in Nepal. We recommend 
that you carry the majority of this money in the form of cash as you 
will exchange the majority of this soon after you arrive in Kathmandu. 
If you prefer not to carry all your money in cash, it is possible to 
withdraw money from ATM’s in Kathmandu using your debit or credit 
card, although they can be unreliable Traveller’s Cheques are no longer 
accepted in Nepal.
There are money exchanges at the airport (both before and after 
immigration), however you will get far better rates in local exchanges in 
Thamel.  We would recommend that you change approximately £10-£20 
in the airport on arrival so that you have some money to hand should 
you need it. You can then change the remainder of your cash at one of 
the local exchanges near the hotel. There is no commission charge on 
exchanges and you will find rates to be similar in the area.  
During the trek, you will be able to buy snacks, chocolate, soft drinks 
and  even beer on most days. You will also be able to charge mobile 
phones and other batters in tea houses for a small fee as well as pay 
for showers. Be aware that tea houses may struggle to change larger 

denomination notes in the hills so collect smaller notes during your first 
few days in Kathmandu.
The vast majority of restaurant prices will be displayed without the 
additional 13% VAT and 10% Service Charge (current rates) which is 
levied on all non essential goods in Nepal.
We recommend that you carry a credit card with you at all times for 
emergency purposes.

Domestic Flights
Access to the high and remote areas of the Himalaya where some of our 
treks start is often only possible using domestic fixed wing flights. The 
unpredictable and changeable nature of mountain weather makes flying 
conditions complex. In addition, the Aviation Authority of Nepal does 
not operate to the same standards as those of western nations and all 
airlines in Nepal appear on the European Commission’s list of airlines that 
are banned from flying into EU member states.
Flying in Nepal is an acknowledged risk, and the UK Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office (FCO) travel advice provides further details which 
you can read on their website at: www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/
nepal/safety-and-security.
An independent air audit of Nepal airlines undertaken by UK tour 
operators during 2013 approved 3 airlines as safe carriers.  We operate 
using only these airlines which are: Yeti Airlines, Tara Air and Buddha 
Air.
You should however be aware that flying in mountainous terrain is not 
without any risk.

Domestic Flight Delays
This trip includes a domestic flight from Pokhara to Kathmandu and 
although neither airport is located deep in mountainous terrain, the route 
is still subject to delays and cancellations due to the weather.
We monitor the weather conditions on the days running up to and 
including your due flight day and will be advising you accordingly should 
there be a potential delay.
A road transfer is always possible.
Baggage Allowance
On Trek. Your main bag on trek will be carried by porters or pack animals 
such as Yaks. Porters in Nepal are restricted to carrying no more than 
30kg and therefore your trek bag whilst trekking should be no more than 
15kg (33 pounds); a porter will carry 2 bags.
Domestic Flights. Be aware that there can be conflicting information 
regarding weight allowance. That said, you should have no problems 
with the weight allowance on the domestic flight between Pokhara and 
Kathmandu. 
Hotel Storage. The hotel will happily store a bag contained items not 
required on trek until you return. It will be secure (tag system), however 
we recommend that you do not leave any valuables behind as these 
should be carried with you at all times.

A Typical Day
You will need to rise and make preparations for the day in time for 
breakfast which will be served in the dining room at roughly 07:00. 
Shortly after breakfast you will set off for the day and after a short mid 
morning break, you will arrive at your lunch stop after around 3-4 hours 
trekking.
Lunch will be at a tea house along the route and will usually take about 
an hour. The porters will usually catch the group up during lunch and be 
well on the way to the night stop by the time you resume trekking.
After a further 2-3 hours trekking, you will arrive at your next  
accommodation where you can opt to relax with a drink, shower or rest 
in your room until your evening meal which will usually be served at 
around 19:00. By 21:00 most trekkers will have retired to their room and 
the whole tea house will be quiet by 22:00.
Distance in the mountains is generally measured in hours and not 
kilometres/miles. Expect to walk on average 5 - 7 hrs a day but on 
occasions this may be longer depending upon the progress of the group.
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ANNAPURNA BASE CAMP TREK
General Information

Kit and Equipment
An equipment list is provided and highlight any specialised equipment 
you will require and also act as a packing check list.
Guidance on Tipping
Tipping is the accepted way of saying ‘thank you’ for good service. Tips 
do not form part of the wages of your guides, porters and trek crew but 
they are very much appreciated. It is important to remember that tipping 
is voluntary and should be dependent on good service. Normally the tips 
are given at the end of the trek and this is best done as a group.

Our advice is to budget between £30 - £45 per trekker (in local 
currency). Nominate a group representative to collect the tips and 
present them to each individual rather than giving to the Guide to 
distribute as this is far more personal. This is normally done on the last 
evening of the trek with a small ceremony.

The level of tipping to the Guide and porters should be geared 
accordingly. Guides should receive approximately double that of a 
porter but common sense should prevail depending on the size of the 
group.
Many people also choose to donate various items of equipment to the 
porters and trek staff at the end of the trip as a thank you for all their 
hard work. Sometimes these are gratefully received and will be most 
welcomed, however we know from experience that these items will often 
be sold in favour of cash.  If you wish to do so please make it a personal 
gift to the intended individual.
Guide and Support Staff
Our team of guides in Nepal are employed on a full time basis to ensure 
they are retained even out of the trekking season. They are qualified 
Mountain Leaders and first aid trained and also have a wealth of 
experience of trekking in all regions the Himalayas.
Weather
October through to May is the best time for trekking in Nepal but in 
general terms, the main trekking seasons are spring and autumn.

Pre-monsoon from March to May is the main climbing season for Everest 
and at this time there will be many expeditions at the base camp.  This is 
also the time to see the colourful blooms of the rhododendrons at lower 
levels, especially in the Annapurna region. The post-monsoon months 
usually offer the clearest skies and the most settled weather.

You will be trekking in a moderately warm environment whilst the sun 
is up with daytime temperatures in October/November and April/May 
averaging 25˚C in Kathmandu, 14˚C at 3000m and 3˚C at 5000m. As 
soon as the sun goes down, the temperature will drop quickly and you 
can expect temperatures below freezing down to minus 15˚C at the 
higher altitudes.  It is possible to experience some rain or snow showers 
but these should be short lived.  From December to early April you can 
expect temperatures to average 5˚C lower than these temperatures.

Shorts/trousers, a T-shirt and a micro fleece will be the standard style of 
dress on a daily basis until you reach the higher altitudes when warmer 
layers will be needed. In the evenings you will require several layers of 
clothing.
Vaccinations and Medical
You should visit your doctor and dentist during the run up to your trip 
for a general check up and to discuss the most up to date requirements 
regarding vaccinations and medication you may require. You can also 
seek advice online by visiting fitfortravel.nhs.uk

You should carry your own medical kit to cover your personal needs. The 
Guide will also be carrying a small medical kit. An itemised list to assist 
you is included on our Information webpage.
Visa and Passport Requirements
Information regarding passport validity on entry into Nepal can be 
conflicting. You are therefore advised to ensure that your passport is valid 
for at least 6 months on the day of departure.You will require a Tourist 
Visa get into Nepal. From Aug/Sep 2015, the visa system changed. It 
is now all done on line and cannot be applied for until 15 days before 
departure. We will supply you with instructions on how to apply.
Permits
Regardless of where you trek in Nepal, you will require a permit of some 
sort as well as possibly National Park permits.

We will deal with these on your behalf, they are included in the price and 
will be ready for you on arrival in Nepal.
In order to process these, we will require a scanned copy of your 
passport photo page together with a scanned passport photo 
approximately 3 months prior to your departure.
Travel Documents
In addition to carrying your documents, (passport and travel documents 
are examples) you are advised to have a back up if they get lost or are 
stolen. We would recommend that you carry a colour photocopy of the 
documents and ask a friend to carry the copies. Make sure that they 
are protected from the elements and general wear. Clear plastic bags or 
lamination are good enough. You can also scan the documents before 
you travel and make them accessible using one of the many facilities 
available these days such as iCloud or use a web based e-mail server 
such as Hotmail or Yahoo. Alternatively, carry a portable hard drive or 
memory stick with you.
Insurance
It is a condition of joining any of our trips that you are insured against 
medical and personal accident risks (to include repatriation costs, air 
ambulance and helicopter rescue services).  We also recommend that 
your policy includes cover for delayed/missed departure and cancellation 
insurance, as all deposits paid are non-refundable.  Please ensure that 
your insurer is aware of your full itinerary and that you are covered for the 
activities being undertaken and maximum altitude you will be achieving.

You are asked to provide proof of your policy details and a completed 
Insurance Declaration, together with your Emergency Details Form 
(provided) no later than one month prior to travel.

We strongly recommend that you take out your travel insurance as soon 
as you make your booking in order to gain the full benefits of the policy 
(ie cancellation).

If you have an annual policy in place with your bank for example, you 
should check that the cover is adequate for your trip.

For further information, advice and companies, go to our Information 
webpage.

Cultural Insite
Nepal is quite a conservative country and this mostly apparent in 
religious and rural areas. Generally the Nepalese people are extremely 
kind and friendly towards tourists and will therefore not tell you if 
they are offended out of respect for you as a newcomer. Despite this, 
understanding a few simple rules and boundaries will earn you more 
respect from the locals.

Firstly, women should not show knees or shoulders. Some areas are far 
more westernised and therefore this can be less important but should 
be respected in particular when visiting religious sites.

Your right hand should be used for most things when making contact 
such as handing over money, passing food or even eating. Never use 
your left hand as this is seen as unclean!

Learn to say ‘Namaste’. It is a greeting which means ‘salutations to 
you’ or ‘I bless the divine in you’.  Accompanied by pressing the palms 
of your hand together as if in prayer, it is much used and you will find it 
almost addictive by the time you leave.

The nodding of the head means “Yes” while shaking of the head means 
“No” but a slight dangling of the head from left to right means “OK”. 
Always ask permission when wanting to take photographs of people. 
Most Nepalese will love having the picture taken and enjoy seeing the 
result on digital displays.
Kathmandu
There are countless good bars, cafes and restaurants in Thamel; you will 
be spoilt for choice. The authorities have clamped down on noise at night 
in Thamel and it therefore shuts down around 11pm! If you want late 
night drinking establishments then you can find them but be prepared to 
pay a premium.

Unfortunately street beggars are a common occurrence and there are 
many aid agencies trying to help. It is very easy to get caught up in 
wanting to help and it is hard to tell the difference between professional 
and genuine beggars. Try not to feel pressurised and politely walk away.

You will also encounter many touts, especially in Thamel. A simple ‘no 
thank you’ will usually do the trick but if they are persistent, ignoring 
them is the best option.

http://fitfortravel.nhs.uk
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Nepal is a shopper’s paradise. You will get an awful lot for your money
Haggling is part of the Nepalese culture and is therefore perfectly 
acceptable, indeed it would considered almost rude not to! You can 
have great fun bargaining and of course you can pick up lots of stuff 
very cheaply. Please be polite at all times when haggling!
Pokhara
Pokhara is Nepal’s 2nd largest city, although much smaller than 
Kathmandu. The area you will be located in is called ‘Lake Side’ and for 
good reason.
The Phewa Lake is where most activity is centralised on including the 
main tourist shopping area as well as the restuarants and bars.
It is a very relaxed place with facilities for further activities (paragliding, 
microlites, mountain biking, etc...) or relaxation as you please.
Whilst the bars are there, they do operate a fairly strict policy of late night 
drinking so it all becomes quiet around 11pm.
There is a strong Tibetan Refugee presence, with ladies often seen on 
the streets selling trinkets.
Overall, a good place to spend a few days.

Electrical Supply
Kathmandu’s electricity supply is sporadic at the best of times. It is 
reliant on hydro-power and if the rains have not been good, it will be 
restricted to a certain number of hours per day. Many shops therefore are 
forced to use generators or candles. Normal 2-pin European continental 
adaptors will work.
In the hills, it is very restricted and what there is in use will be largely from 
generators. It is possible to re-charge batteries but expect to pay for it 
(typically up to £2 per hour).
Communications
There are various methods of keeping in touch to/from Nepal but 
they can be sporadic due to the volatile nature of the electricity grid.  
Telephone (landline) are available in hotels and many high street outlets 
offering international calls at relatively inexpensive rates.

Mobiles phone coverage is fairly good but do not rely on it.  Some 
networks are better than others but all are affected by the intermittent 
electricity supply. Local SIM cards are readily available for in country 
calls.

Kathmandu has dozens of internet cafes and they are cheap to use. 
There are also places on the trekking routes that have them too but don’t 
rely on them; they will also be expensive, slow and unreliable. Regardless 
of the advertising, none are Broadband as you know it!
Know Before You Go!
As a reputable tour operator, Travel and Trek Limited is a partner of the 

FCO’s Know Before You Go! campaign. The campaign was introduced 
to assist and advise British citizens in their  preparations for their 
journeys overseas and to stay safe and healthy while abroad. We strongly 
recommend that you take a look at the FCO Know Before You Go 
website prior to travelling for all the latest information by following this. 

T+T treat the safety and security of all clients as the most important 
aspect of any trip we organise. We would not run any trip that we did 
not consider reasonably safe. Should the FCO advise against travel 
for any reason, we will contact everyone booked to travel to discuss 
the situation. We receive regular updates direct from the FCO and are 
in constant touch with our contacts on the ground. If you have any 
questions about government travel advice, please call our office.
Reference Maps
All our clients will be given a free trekking map in Kathmandu during the 
briefing with your Guide.
If you wish to purchase maps prior to travel, try Standford’s of London.

https://www.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo
http://www.stanfords.co.uk/maps-atlases
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Flight Information

Your Protection

Booking a Flight Inclusive Package
The flight inclusive dates and prices are based upon flights from London 
to Kathmandu. There are no direct flights to Nepal from the UK. Flights 
will depart from London in the afternoon or the evening depending on the 
itinerary and will arrive in Nepal the following day. Normally return flights 
depart Kathmandu in the morning of the last day of the itinerary arriving 
in the UK the same day, however it may be necessary to book return 
flights which arrive back in the UK + 1 day.
Please be aware that the advertised price is available on trips booked 
well in advance of the departure date. We therefore recommend that you 
book as early as possible to avoid any increase. Any increase in price will 
only be due to flight price changes. We will confirm this with you before 
we process your booking.
All our flights are booked and paid for in full in advance to ensure the 
most economical, time efficient and quality flights available. We do not 
wish to see our clients endure a 35 hour flight which can be completed 
in 13 hours! In order to do this we require an interim payment at least 6-8 
months prior to departure or a larger deposit (depending upon date of 
booking) to secure this part of your package.

Booking Your Own Flights (Land Only). 
You SHOULD NOT book your flights until you have received your written 
confirmation from us. At this point your trip is immediately guaranteed 
and you do not need to wait for any further status updates.
You can choose to book flights that travel before the stated arrival date 
on your itinerary and depart after the departure date should you wish to 
extend your stay. We are happy to assist you with additional nights in the 
group hotel.
You MUST ensure that you arrive no later than the itinerary’s stated 
‘arrival in Kathmandu’ day and depart no sooner than the stated 
‘departure’ day. If you are unsure about the exact date, contact T&T for 
confirmation. 

International Client Bookings
Our international clients should contact us if they would like us to provide 
a flight inclusive package. You may prefer to book your own flights and 
therefore the Land Only cost will apply.  As many international flights 
route through London, it is still possible to join group flights at that stage 
so please contact our office for assistance.

You are financially protected against our insolvency.

Flight Inclusive Trips
Our ATOL Licence number is 10755. Click here to view verification.
When you buy an ATOL protected flight or flight inclusive holiday from 
us you will receive an ATOL Certificate. This lists what is financially 
protected, where you can get information on what this means for you and 
who to contact if things go wrong.
We, or the suppliers identified on your ATOL Certificate, will provide you 
with the services listed on the ATOL Certificate (or a suitable alternative). 
In some cases, where neither we nor the supplier are able to do so for 
reasons of insolvency, an alternative ATOL holder may provide you with 
the services you have bought or a suitable alternative (at no extra cost 
to you). You agree to accept that in those circumstances the alternative 
ATOL holder will perform those obligations and you agree to pay any 
money outstanding to be paid by you under your contract to that 
alternative ATOL holder. However, you also agree that in some cases it 
will not be possible to appoint an alternative ATOL holder, in which case 
you will be entitled to make a claim under the ATOL scheme (or your 
credit card issuer where applicable).
If we, or the suppliers identified on your ATOL Certificate, are unable 
to provide the services listed (or a suitable alternative, through an 
alternative ATOL holder or otherwise) for reasons of insolvency, the 
Trustees of the Air Travel Trust may make a payment to (or confer a 
benefit on) you under the ATOL scheme. That agree that in return for 
such a payment of benefit you assign absolutely to those Trustees any 
claims which you have or may have arising out of or relating to the non-
provision of the services, including any claim against us, the travel agent 
(or your credit card issuer where applicable). You also agree that any 
such claims may be re-assigned to another body, if that other body has 

paid sums you have claimed under the ATOL scheme.
Click here for Consumer Information on your ATOL protection.

Land Only Trips
Our Land Only trips are protected through International Passenger Pro-
tection (IPP).  Click here for more information on what IPP does.

Consumer aware: Your booking is insured by IPP Ltd and its panel of 
insurers. This insurance is only valid for passengers who book and pay 
directly with/to Travel and Trek Limited.  If you have booked and/ or paid 
direct to a Travel Agent for a holiday with Travel and Trek Limited please 
request proof of how the booking is secured as this will not be covered 
by IPP Ltd in this instance.  For further information please go to  
www.ipplondon.co.uk
This Insurance has been arranged by International Passenger Protection 
Limited and underwritten by Insurers who are members of the 
Association of British Insurers & Lloyds Syndicates.
Claim procedures: download claim form from www.ipplondon.co.uk, 
any occurrence which may give rise to a claim should be advised within 
14 days to: International Passenger Protection Limited, Claims Office, 
IPP House, 22-26 Station Road, West Wickham, Kent BR4 0PR, United 
Kingdom. Telephone: +44 (0) 208 7763752. Fax: +44 (0) 208 7763751.
In order to deal promptly with any claims hereunder it is essential that 
you retain all bills, receipts and other documents relating to your travel 
arrangements. Claims forms must be submitted to IPP within six months 
of date of insolvency they cannot consider or pay claims received after 
this date.  

Many of the flights and flight-inclusive holidays in this 
brochure are financially protected by the ATOL scheme.
But ATOL protection does not apply to all holiday and travel 
services listed in this brochure. Please ask us to confirm 
what protection may apply to your booking.
If you do not receive an ATOL Certificate then the booking 
will not be ATOL protected. If you do receive an ATOL 
Certificate but all the parts of your trip are not listed on 
it, those parts will not be ATOL protected. Please see our 
booking conditions for information, or for more information 
about financial protection and the ATOL Certificate go to: 
www.atol.org.uk/ATOLCertificate
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